Zapatismo Here and There: Solidarity and Networking

Chiapas Support Committee of Oakland
Zapatista Solidarity Coalition of Sacramento
Agenda

• Introduction to the Zapatista Movement and Zapatismo (Mario)

• Meeting workshop participants & discussion (Carolina)
  – Introductions/connections to Zapatsita movement
  – How Zapatismo has influenced our work

• Building an Urgent Response and Communication Network (Todd)
Elements of the Urgent Response and Communication Network

• A network, not an organization: organizations join through contact persons

• Provisional commitment to communication about and to coordinate action in urgent response the three situations:
  – the political murder of a Zapatista;
  – the forced entry of the Mexican Army into an autonomous community;
  – a national call

• Agree that we are not a standing organization, with no email list address (“No one can speak for the network”)